IN THE JUNGLE

By
Vikki Carsburg
**Jungle Program**

**Friday Night:**
7pm Arrive get off bus leave everything and do opening first
7.15pm get gear of bus
Find bed and put gear on it
7.30pm Duties – set up tables, check toilet paper, put hand towels in bathroom, tea towels in kitchen, cook patrol to help QM
7.45pm eat
8.30pm Duties
8.45pm Ready for bed Health
9.15pm prayer Bed
9.15pm Leaders meeting
9.30pm lights out
10pm silence

**Saturday:**
6.30am Rise, Dress
6.45am Duties
7am Breakfast
7.30am Duties
lower flag 7.45am leave for colours
7.50am Colours
8am Animal Hunt
9am Duties, Morning Tea, Duties
9.45am get gear ready for Canoeing
10am Canoeing
12noon cleaning boats
12.30pm Showers
1pm Duties
1.15pm Lunch
1.45pm Duties
2pm Craft Mask, animal, etc
3pm Duties Afternoon Tea Duties
3.30pm Rest
4pm Showers, craft (swaps), free time, colour party to
5.45pm Duties
6pm Dinner (swaps given out some time at dinner)
6.45pm Duties
7pm Campfire
7.45pm Duties
8pm Supper
8.15pm Duties
8.30pm PJ’s, health, prayers
9pm Bed
9.30pm lights out
10pm silence

**Sunday:**
7am rise dress colours
7.15am duties
7.30am breakfast
8am duties
8.15am guides own
8.45am packing gear
9.45am Duties Morning Tea Duties
10am packing gear & cleaning
10.30am games
11.30am Closing
11.45am Duties
12noon Lunch
12.30pm Duties
12.45pm Pack Bus
1.15pm Leave camp
Kookaburra
Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree, Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree, Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree,
Merry merry king of the bush is he, Eating all the gumdrops he can see,
Laugh, kookaburra, laugh, kookaburra, Stop, kookaburra, stop, kookaburra, Stop, kookaburra, stop, kookaburra,
Gay your life must be, ha, ha, ha! Save some there for me, ha, ha, ha!
Kookaburra sits in the old gum tree,
Counting all the monkeys he can see,
Stop, kookaburra, stop, kookaburra,
That's not a monkey, that's me, ha, ha, ha!

Cuddly Koalas (to the tune of Frere Jacques)
Cuddly koalas, cuddly koalas
Possums too, possums too
Wallabies and wombats, wallabies and wombats
Kangaroos, kangaroos

Wimbaway
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway,
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway. (Twice, then add #2)
In the jungle, the mighty jungle, the lion sleeps tonight. (repeat)
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway,
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway. (Twice, then add #2)
In the village, the peaceful village, the lion sleeps tonight. (repeat)
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway,
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway. (Twice, then add #2)
Hush, my darling, don't fear, my darling, the lion sleeps tonight (repeat)
Hi yup ho,
Wimbaway, wimbaway, wimbaway. (Twice, then add #3)
Ah . . .
Wimbaway, oh wimbaway. (Twice, then add #4)
Ah, ah, ah, ah,
Oh wimbaway

Alice the Camel
Alice the camel has five humps Alice the camel has no humps
Alice the camel has five humps Alice the camel has no humps
Alice the camel has five humps Alice the camel has no humps
So go Alice go! Boom boom boom Because Alice is a horse!
...repeat counting down until...

The Hippo Song
What can make a hippopotamus smile? (shrug shoulders, trace a smile)
Boom, boom, boom, (bump bums with your neighbours)
What can make her walk for more than a mile? (shrug shoulders, hike action)
Not parties with their paper hats (arms over head as a party hat)
Nor candies nor cakes that make her fat (stuff mouth with food, hold belly)
That's not what hippos do! (shake finger "no")
What do they do? THEY--- (hands on hips, on "THEY", cup hands to shout)
Ooze in the goo without any shoes (play with invisible mud in your hands)
And they wade in the water 'till their lips turn blue (dribble fingers on lips)
That's what makes a hippopotamus smile! (trace a smile)
Boom, boom, boom (bump bums with your neighbours)

What can make a hippopotamus smile? (shrug shoulders, trace a smile)
Boom, boom, boom, (bump bums with your neighbours)
What can make her walk for more than a mile? (shrug shoulders, hike action)
Not swooshing down a slippery slide (slide action with hands)
Or going for a bicycle ride (bike on the spot)
That's not what hippos do! (shake finger "no")
What do they do? THEY--- (hands on hips, on "THEY", cup hands to shout)
Ooze in the goo without any shoes (play with invisible mud in your hands)
And they wade in the water 'till their lips turn blue (dribble fingers on lips)
That's what makes a hippopotamus smile! (trace a smile)
Boom, boom, boom (bump bums with your neighbours)

Lion Hunt
Goin' on a lion hunt!
I'm not scared!
Look at all the beautiful flowers.
Oh-oh!
Tall, tall grass ahead!
Can't go over it!
Can't go under it!
Can't go around it!
Gotta go through it!
(everyone does actions as if parting long grass )

Goin' on a lion hunt!
I'm not scared!
Look at all the beautiful flowers.
Oh-oh!
Deep, wide, river ahead!
Can't go over it!
Can't go under it!
Can't go around it!
Guess we gotta swim it!
(actions as if swimming)

Goin' on a lion hunt!
I'm not scared!
Look at all the beautiful flowers.
Oh-oh!
Deep, dark cave ahead!
Can't go over it!
Can't go under it!
Can't go around it!
Gotta go through it!
(next verse is done very, very quietly,
as if you were scared of the cave)

RUN!!
(slapping on knees goes very fast, as if you were running... go through all the obstacles in reverse order and as fast as you can, with more slapping of hands on knees inbetween each obstacle.)
Up the trees! Down the trees! Run!!!
Swim the river! Run!!
Through the mud! Run!!
Through the grass! Run!!
HOME!

**Moose Song**
There was a great big moose He drank his juice with care
Who liked to drink a lot of juice But he spilt it in his hair
There was a great big moose He drank his juice with care
Who liked to drink a lot of juice But he spilt it in his hair

Chorus:
Way-oh, way-oh Full of juice...
Way-oh way-oh way-oh way-oh On the loose...
Way-oh, way-oh!
Way-oh way-oh way-oh way-oh

The moose's name was Fred
He liked to drink his juice in bed
The moose's name was Fred
He liked to drink his juice in bed

**Kumbaya**
Kumbaya my Lord, kumbaya
Kumbaya my Lord, kumbaya
Kumbaya my Lord, kumbaya
Oh Lord kumbaya

Someone's crying my Lord, kumbaya
Someone's crying my Lord, kumbaya
Someone's crying my Lord, kumbaya
Oh Lord kumbaya
Repeat the verses with someone praying, singing, laughing, or anything else you wish.

**Hambani Kahle (Zulu farewell)**
Go well and safely. Stay well and safely. Hambani kahle.
Go well and safely. Stay well and safely. Hambani kahle.
Go well and safely. Stay well and safely. Hambani kahle.
The Lord be ever with you. The Lord be ever with you. The Lord be ever with you.
**DUTIES**

**3 Patrols**

**COOKS - supervised by QUARTERMASTER**

1. Wash hands and go to Quartermaster at duty time
2. Help Q.M. get meals ready - wash salad/vegies, peel/cut vegies & fruit, etc.
3. Help serve meals
4. Wash up, wipe up and put away all cooking utensils
5. Sweep and tidy kitchen
6. Clear tables after meals

**MAIDS - supervised by FIRST AIDER**

1. Go to First Aider at duty time
2. Tidy/clean bedrooms, bathrooms and toilets
3. Hang washers & towels out to dry
4. Check if soap needs refilled or bins emptied for First Aider to do.
5. Keep games/craft materials tidy.
6. Wipe tables and tidy dining area

**WAITRESSES supervised by assistant LiC or assistant QUARTERMASTER**

1. Wash hands and go to assistant at duty time
2. Lay tables for meals
3. Choose grace for meals
4. Put away any unused cutlery after the meal
5. Wash, dry up & put away any shared eating utensils (and hang tea towels to dry - if no kitchen maids)
6. Take meals to table & check water jug is on table
LEADERS NOTES AND APPENDIX:

ACTIVITIES:
Activity books - These are ideal for the younger age-group to fill in time whilst waiting turns, and when resting. Jungle colour-ins can be found at: http://www.coloring-book.info/coloring/coloring_page.php?id=107.

Animal Hunt - This can take lots of forms. Girls can find animals which fit into a jigsaw puzzle. You can have a treasure hunt where animals are suitable treasure (lollies). You can find parts of animals and have to bargain with other patrols to complete your animal etc.

Canoeing - Can be swapped for another adventurous activity or not-so adventurous activity depending on the venue and availability of instructors.

Craft - Activities are included in the appendix.

CAMPFIRE: Some of the tunes for the songs may be unknown. If so, substitute for suitable songs known by your group.

GUIDES OWN: Some themes for Guides Own may include: feeling lost and/or scared, challenges, the unknown etc.

RISK MANAGEMENT: Because risk management is dependent on the venue where the camp is held, no risk management plan is included - you will need to do your own

**Zac the Zebra**

1. You’ll need: pipe cleaners, eyes, coloured bead, large round poly ball, small round poly ball, small piece colour clay
2. Paint the poly balls to look like a zebra! Allow to dry.
3. Make legs from pipe cleaners, stick pieces into the large poly ball to make 4 legs.
4. Use the other pipe cleaner to make the neck, ears & tail.
5. Stick the pipe cleaner for the ears into the small ball and stick the other piece for the neck into the small & large ball.
6. Add bead to tail and push into large ball.
7. Glue the eyes on and add 4 small pieces of colour clay to the legs to make feet.

**Bugs ‘n’ Beetle!**

1. You’ll need: eyes, pipe cleaner, pom pom
2. Wrap the pipe cleaner around the pom pom and twist.
3. Glue on the eyes.

**Ella The Elephant**

1. You’ll need: pipe cleaners, eyes, large poly ball, small poly ball, small piece colour clay, coloured bead, matchstick
2. Paint the poly balls and allow to dry.
3. Cut pipe cleaners to make legs, ears, trunk and tail.
4. Stick the 4 leg pieces into the large poly ball. Add 4 small balls of colour clay to make the feet.
5. Stick the matchstick into the poly ball. Push the small round poly ball into it to make the head.
6. Fold pipe cleaners to make ears and stick into the head.
7. Use the pipe cleaner pieces for a trunk and one for a tail. Add the bead to the end of the tail.
8. Glue on the eyes.
Directions:
1. Print out this page and color with Crayola crayons or markers. Glue page to a thin piece of cardboard, such as a recycled cereal box or manila folder.
2. After the glue dries, cut out the cardboard shapes, remember where the letters are. Glue the matching shapes together, back to back.
3. Cut a slit on each dotted line. Fit the pieces together by matching the letters and sliding the slots into each other.
Directions:
1. Print out this page and color with Crayola crayons or markers. Glue page to a thin piece of cardboard, such as a recycled cereal box or manila folder.
2. After the glue dries, cut out the cardboard shapes, remember where the letters are. Glue the matching shapes together, back to back.
3. Cut a slit on each dotted line. Fit the pieces together by matching the letters and sliding the slots into each other.
Directions:

1. Decorate this friendly elephant with Crayola® crayons or markers. Glue page to a piece of thin cardboard, such as a recycled cereal box or manila folder.

2. After the glue dries, cut out the elephant shape from the cardboard. Cut out the dotted circle in the center. (Make sure the hole is big enough to fit your finger through without getting stuck or ripping the cardboard.)

3. Put your finger through the hole and move it around...it's the elephant's trunk!